
 

Outstanding performance for FCB at this year's Cannes
Lions Awards

On 20 June, FCB returned to Cannes for the first time since 2019, arriving as the incumbent 2020/2021 Cannes Lions
Network of the Year after achieving FCB's best performance in our nearly 150-year history. After reaching such
unprecedented heights and being challenged with changes this past year, FCB deemed 2022 a rebuilding year.

On Friday, 24 June 2022, FCB Global became the first agency in Cannes Lions history to win the coveted Titanium Lion
three years in a row, a prestigious honour awarded to FCB Inferno for Virgin Group’s 'Dyslexic Thinking', which brought
the FCB network count to 70 Lions to close out the 2022 festival.

“We thank our clients, suppliers, and teams around the globe for their commitment to timely and timeless creative ideas,
and our shared belief in their power to grow business and build meaningful brands. As FCB Joburg, we are so proud to be
part of a network that’s consistently delivering some of the best creative and performance-driven work. We are also proud
to be contributing to a network that was #1 in the 2020/2021 year, and #2 overall in 2022,” concludes FCB Johannesburg
CCO, Tseliso Rangaka.

This year’s outstanding results included:

FCB was also honoured as the #2 Network overall globally in 2022, and the North America Network of the Year for the
fourth straight year.

Additionally, FCB Toronto won Agency of the Year – Strategy, globally; FCB Health was named Healthcare Network of the
Year; and AREA 23 was named Healthcare Agency of the Year.
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1 Titanium Lion
3 Grand Prix Lions
12 Gold Lions
26 Silver Lions
28 Bronze Lions

https://www.bizcommunity.com/
https://www.bizcommunity.co.ke/PressOffice/FCBAfrica


FCB Africa shines at the 2023 Cannes Advertising Festival 27 Jun 2023

A timely D&AD win for timeless design excellence. FCB takes a Pencil for DYICTA's corporate identity 26 May

2023

FCB Africa welcomes back Bonitas Medical Fund as a valued client 18 May 2023

Warc ranks FCB Africa second on the continent for creativity 23 Mar 2023

Western Cape Government and FCB launch an impactful GBV campaign aimed at helping abused men 27

Feb 2023

FCB Africa

Building timeless and timely brands that people love.
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